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Registries as a Fundamental Tool to Improve Quality of Care

Registros como herramienta indispensable en la mejora de la calidad asistencial

Randomized clinical trials (RCTs) are fundamental to 
demonstrate the efficacy of a particular intervention, 
but are subject to a design based on ideal conditions, 
with the resulting introduction of selection biases of 
patients in the participant centers, biases in the use of 
subgroup analyses that were not originally planned and 
publication bias. (1, 2) Therefore, once clinical trials have 
demonstrated the efficacy of a clinical intervention, the 
path is open for registries and observational studies to 
test the impact of such intervention in real practice. (3) 
Thus, registries are essential to verify if health care is 
delivered according to the recommendations of Clinical 
Practice Guidelines (CPG), completing the loop between 
clinical research (CR), guideline development and their 
implementation into clinical practice. In summary, RCTs 
demonstrate efficacy, while registries show effectiveness, 
efficiency and safety, and constitute a tool of inestimable 
value towards continuous quality improvement. This 
happens with the treatment of STEMI using primary 
percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI), which has 
proved to be the most effective reperfusion strategy 
when it is performed within a determined time interval.

However, CPG cannot disregard the responsibility 
of professionals to make the appropriate decisions in 
the setting of any particular patient, shifting from 
the emphasis placed on diagnosis-based medicine to 
prognosis-based medicine due to the advances that will 
allow the individualization of what is now considered 
the standard. In the case of STEMI, the benefits of 
reperfusion strategies should be evaluated according to 
the time from the onset of symptoms, counterbalancing 
the benefits with the potential risks.

In order for measurement of clinical variability to 
become more credible to professionals and stimulate 
them towards this goal, information systems should be 

more precise, incorporating more reliable estimations 
about the severity and complexity of cases than those 
currently available.

The article by Charask et al. (4) published in this 
issue of the Argentine Journal of Cardiology (4) aims 
to analyze the rate of transfer of ST-segment elevation 
myocardial infarction (STEMI) patients to centers with 
PCI capabilities, the reperfusion strategies adopted and 
the time delays of the system, two key points for the 
therapeutic success and mortality reduction of STEMI 
patients. (5)

The study is based on the National Survey of ST-
segment Elevation Myocardial Infarction (ARGEN-IAM-
ST). (6) With the participation of 1,661 patients and 
247 centers (60% with PCI capabilities) and despite the 
limitation of a low representation, the registry provides 
valuable information that was not available so far.

The results show that patients treated in situ have a 
high reperfusion rate (86%), particularly with primary 
PCI (83%). On the contrary, patients transferred to 
centers with PCI capabilities were 35% less likely to 
receive any reperfusion treatment and 49% less likely 
to undergo primary PCI. In patients transferred who 
underwent primary PCI, time delays were higher than 
those recommended, particularly due to delays related to 
transportation (the door-to-balloon time was 85 minutes, 
but with a delay in transfer of approximately 2 hours), 
placing the primary PCI benefit in a marginal situation. 
Moreover, only 16% of the patients received thrombolytic 
therapy before being transferred, with a door-to-needle 
time of 48 minutes. These data would support the idea 
of adopting a plan to optimize reperfusion strategy in 
patients transferred, such as the implementation of 
pharmacoinvasive treatment.

According to the 2012 CPG of the European Society 
of Cardiology (ESC), (7) delays to treatment are the 
most readily available, measurable index of quality of 
care in STEMI and should be recorded in every hospital 
providing care to STEACS patients. When targets are 
not met, interventions would be needed to improve 
performance.

In our environment, the ARIAM (Analysis of the 
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“What cannot be defined cannot be measured. 
What cannot be measured cannot be improved. 
What cannot be improved is always degraded”.

WILLIAM THOMSON KELVIN

(1824-1907)
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Delay in the Treatment of Acute Myocardial Infarc-
tion) project was born in 1994 with this orientation. (8) 
Nowadays, the ARIAM-Andalusia Project, supported 
by the Health Council of the Regional Government of 
Andalusia, (9) is incorporated to daily clinical health 
care as a tool for professionals and for the Andalusian 
Public Health System. This continuous registry is inde-
pendent of the industry and focuses on the investigation 
about health results and their extrapolation to daily 
clinical practice, with the main purpose of improving 
the quality of care of the processes included, with a 
multidisciplinary approach at the different levels and 
clear management of the information.

In 2012 an improvement group for the treatment 
of ST-segment elevation acute coronary syndrome was 
created in our province (Granada 12,635 Km2, 919,455 
inhabitants, 25% in the capital city), based on the data 
provided by the ARIAM-Andalusia Registry, which de-
tected differences in the type of treatment received by 
patients depending on whether they consulted in hospi-
tals with or without PCI capabilities. (10, 11) Granada 
has only one hospital with catheterization laboratory 
and primary PCI capabilities, and four centers without 
this resource. The aim of this project was to achieve 
adequate reperfusion rates in due time and proper 
form for all the population (we cannot forget that the 
entire public health care system must warrant equity 
of access to the best possible care). The development of 

a prehospital-intrahospital Multidisciplinary Provincial 
Protocol, whose results have also been monitored by 
the ARIAM-Andalusia Project, showed a progressive 
increase in overall reperfusion (particularly due to 
primary PCI) since its implementation in 2013. How-
ever, despite a sustained improvement was seen in time 
delays after the first medical contact with the health 
care system (FCHS), it has still been insufficient, evi-
dencing time delays longer than the standards, (7, 12) 
with a FCHS-balloon time >116 minutes in >50% of 
the patients undergoing primary PCI (Figure 1). Thus, 
an opportunity for improvement was detected, and we 
established different strategies according to the loca-
tion of the FCHS and to the estimated delays in patient 
transfer to centers with primary PCI capabilities, such 
as the implementation of a pharmacoinvasive strategy 
when the delay between the first medical contact and 
the arrival to a center with PCI capabilities was >120 
minutes, as recommended by recent publications. (13)

The findings of the ARGEN-IAM-ST registry demon-
strate that although most patients with STEMI undergo 
a high rate of reperfusion strategy, in the particular 
case of patients transferred from other centers this 
strategy does not meet the standards recommended 
by the main scientific societies, (7, 12) and suggests as 
improvements the use of a pharmacoinvasive strategy 
and better patient transfer. The dispersion of the popu-
lation and the impossibility to perform primary PCI 
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Fig. 1. Evolution of the annual 
reperfusion rate in the province 
of Granada and of the delays 
between the first contact with 
the health care system and 
balloon inflation, monitored by 
the ARIAM-Andalusia Registry.
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in due time in patients who need to be transferred to 
centers with catheterization laboratories demand the 
creation of improvement working groups to elaborate 
their own algorithms for patient transfer according to 
their geographic characteristics.

This is a clear demonstration that registries visual-
ize the gap between the evidence and the real clinical 
practice of a strategy. Monitoring and comparing per-
sonal results with the standards allow the detection of 
difficulties and show the opportunities for improvement.
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